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There were no seats, so my new friend and I stood awkwardly and made conversation.
We were in Niall’s bar in midtown, at a networking event organized by a group called the
Irish Network, NYC. The purpose of the evening was to make contacts and, by
implication, talk to them. Mark worked in a major accounting firm and had spent time in
Rathmines in Dublin, where I grew up. I explained what I was doing in New York, and
mentioned that my father was American, although he died a long time ago. The music
blared. Later Mark and I moved to a quieter part of the room, where we hoped it would
be easier to talk. “So, what did you say your father does?” Mark asked.

The IN-NYC association provided food and drink for the evening. A crowd of people of
all ages attended the event, but throughout the night the the music made it nigh
impossible to communicate. When my friends and I left the bar and went to
Donnybrook, a lower east side Irish bar to celebrate another Irishman’s birthday, it was
even noisier. Exhausted with screaming at people who sat just a couple of inches away
from me, I made my way home.

Since the 1960s, bars have played loud music, not just in New York, but in cities the
world over. But changes in the music industry have meant that this music is consistently
louder in quality, with less dynamic range, and fewer quiet intervals – after all, quiet
intervals will be hard to detect in a noisy pub. Changes in popular culture, too, have led
barowners and djs, motivated by the need to satisfy customers used to constant
stimulation, to crank up the volume. These developments have implications not just for
our hearing, but also for our social lives and friendships. It is hard to get to know
someone if you cannot hear them speak.

Loud environments are also physically and psychologically stressful, and recent research
suggests that aggressive music encourages alcohol consumption. In the December 2008
edition of Alcoholism: Clinical and Experimental Research, French scientist Nicolas
Guéguén published results indicating that higher music volumes make people drink
faster and more. The explanation is circular. They drink more, Guéguén suggests,
because they simply can’t communicate. New York bartenders tend to agree. The point of
having music at a high volume is to make people drink, says Turner Floyd, an employee
at Bar Reis in Park Slope, Brooklyn. “You drink more because you’re not talking,” she
says. “If you can’t hold a conversation you have to drink faster.” Jimmy, her boyfriend,
agrees. “People get drunk and don’t realize it,” he says. “The music distracts you.”

Discos and clubs have always pumped out tunes, and the question of how music has
gotten louder is complex. Still, many experts say that volume has gone up. “Music
absolutely has got louder,” says Andy Sarroff, a researcher in signal analysis and music
perception at NYU. “It now has more energy behind it.” Matt Mayfield is a music
technology teacher in the PCAE Arts High School in Minnesota, who has posted a video
on Youtube video showing how recorded sound has changed. “In general concert venues
have been playing music louder in the last ten years,” he says. “It’s part of a general
cultural phenomenon.” People want stimulation at all times. On the subway or at work,
they turn up their ipod volume to block things out, and ultimately this has a cumulative
effect. In this environment, music must be loud if it is to compete. “Commercials, videos,



TV shows,” Mayfield says, “everything is brighter, faster, more active ... More, more,
more.”

[BREAK]

Like Turner Floyd, Moira Meltzer-Cohen is a bartender at Bar Reis in Park Slope. She
prides herself on making it a friendly place where locals can drop by for a chat, and the
bar is cosy, with an intimate feel. “Our bar is one of the less loud bars in the area,” she
says. “We have loud music on the weekends and it bothers me. I’m a singer, and it’s
really damaging for your hearing. It’s difficult to work in and it’s stressful because you
can’t hear orders.” She describes how orders get mixed up, even amongst staff who know
each other and their customers well. When the bar plays music at a high volume, she
says, people speak at a higher volume, and vicious cycle develops.

The barowner insists on a certain volume. He seems to be complying with an unspoken
status quo. “It’s how things are,” Meltzer-Cohen says. “It’s accepted practice.” Aimee
Davis also works at Bar Reis. “Our boss says it has to be loud. I was getting into trouble
for not playing it loud enough,” she says. Meltzer Cohen mixes another hot-buttered rum
and sighs. “The loud noise is interesting in a city of musicians,” she says. “Our hearing is
so damaged. Soon we’ll all be deaf.”

For Meltzer-Cohen, music has definitely gotten louder over the past ten years. She too
cites the ipod as a cause. “People wear earphones to filter out noise, and they don’t
realize the damage they’re doing,” she says. “Then they require everything to be louder
and louder.” Hearing specialists support her point. It is clear that the ubiquity of ipods,
and their misuse, is already causing problems for young people’s hearing. “I see cases
relating to ipod overuse once every two weeks,” says Stephen Sacks, a medical doctor
who works in otolaryngology. These kinds of problems have been around for a long time,
but they’re worse now with the ipods, which are so prevalent. And hearing does not come
back.”

[BREAK]

But bars and music venues are not just playing their music more loudly; the very quality
of that music has changed, and this is where the so-called Loudness War comes in.
Listeners may not catch the quiet moments in a song, yet musicians and their backers
want their melodies to stand out, so that they will sell in large numbers. Companies urge
engineers to produce music that has as little piano as possible. In most contemporary
popular music, there is little difference in volume level – songs now have a uniform
sound throughout.

Such changes in sound are not entirely new. “In the fifties and early sixties, Phil Spector
invented the wall of sound,” says Barry Greenhut, adjunct professor of music technology
at NYU. “He added lots of activity with strings and instruments, and his songs sounded
louder,” he says. Gradually, though, engineers obtained similar effects by electronic
means. In the seventies AM radio compressed its music to compete with FM, Greenhut
says. Compressed music has a desirable, warm sound. On the other hand, music
produced this way – that is, almost all contemporary popular music – lacks drama. The
Loudness War refers to disagreements within the record industry regarding whether or
not this is good. “If you’re rocking to a pop tart like Britney, subtly is not valuable,”
Greenhut says. Compression is the magic word in the Loudness War.



So when bars play music at a high volume, this music is not just loud, but it also has
fewer moments of calm. Some musicians argue that this music does not breathe. “There’s
no air,” says Kathy Peck, executive director of HEAR, a charity for rock musicians who
have lost their hearing. Peck herself is a former member of the San Francisco rock band
The Contractions; she founded HEAR after she suffered permanent hearing loss. This
music is also fatiguing for listeners. Their ears become less receptive. It’s hard work to
listen to these albums start to finish. And harder still, to converse as they play in the
background.

Are there any benefits to playing compressed music at high volumes? Music
professionals, medical ear specialists, and patrons of bars agree that loud music certainly
has benefits. “It’s fun to play music loud,” says Kathy Peck. Even Dr. Sacks, who is
troubled by the phenomenon and warns that hearing, once lost, does not come back, says
this is true. “People just enjoy it,” he says. “If your pelvis isn’t vibrating, it’s not a good
bar.”

If you want to meet new people but cannot hear them, the social pressure to impress is
less. “In dancing environments, sometimes it’s easier to initiate interaction if
conversation isn’t possible,” says Andy Sarroff. “You’re less vulnerable, and there’s less
opportunity for exposure.” The advantages to this are murky though. “Guys can throw a
crap pick-up line at a girl and no one besides the girl will hear,” says Aimee Davis, the
Bar Reis bartender. If you cannot speak to the man or woman of your dreams, and they
can’t hear you anyhow, interaction boils down to a few basic elements: the invitation to
dance, and whatever happens later.

Loud music reduces the pressure to dazzle someone with conversation; and, encouraged
to consume alcohol, patrons alleviate the stress of ear fatigue and social performance in
one fell swoop. Yet although loud music may reduce the intensity of a first encounter, it
is harder to develop a friendship in a noisy setting. The notion that you counteract
physical and social stress with drinking is inherently problematic. Blaring sound also
makes things difficult for those who might already be vulnerable to alcoholism. “There
are a lot of loud bars in New York, and there’s a lot of drinking in New York,” says Dr.
Marc Galanter, professor of psychiatry at the Langone Medical Center in New York, who
treats patients suffering from alcoholism. He thinks that Guéguén’s research has been
useful. “Some of my patients do mention that they find it hard where the music is loud,”
he says.

[BREAK]

Changes are afoot in the music industry to counter the effects of the compressed music.
Turn Me Up is a non profit that campaigns for more dynamic quality in music. Equally,
not all bars play their music loud. The poetically named Burp Castle is located in New
York’s East Village, on Seventh Avenue. It is on a noisy street in a noisy clubland area,
but Burp Castle is a haven of silence. The walls show an array of murals that support this
motif – tens of monks bobbing in the sea after their ship has sunk, happily clasping onto
caskets of beer; a benign and possibly drunk Jesus, with equally sodden monks kneeling
at his feet. Some of the bartenders wear monks’ robes, just in case you didn’t get it –
Burp Castle is about the worship of beer. That has to be performed in relative silence.
Classical music plays softly in the background. And bartenders will “shush” even those
who raise their voices too much.



“Traditionally we define ourselves in opposition to loud bars,” says Tom Pavlich, who is a
Monday night bartender. “I see Burp Castle as providing a place for conversation.” The
bar is indeed quiet. The two regulars perched on barstools, Eric and John, are on a first-
name basis with one another, and both of them know Tom. They are friendly and join in
the conversation. Tom explains that patrons sometimes regulate the volume of the bar
themselves, shushing offending newcomers. “Sometimes I feel the urge to shush people
outside the bar, if I’m at a loud party,” Tom says.

Loud music may be proven to make people drink more, but Aimee Davis has her own
theory on why it’s become so prevalent. “You’re in a bubble. Louder music allows you to
remove yourself from things,” she says, adding, “People don’t want to interact.” For the
streets we have ipods, and for bars we have loud music. It’s just another aspect of an
individuated, atomized society, she says. It’s certainly dehumanizing to deprive bar
patrons of communicative speech.

But even at Burp Castle, silence is becoming a rarer commodity. “In the 1990s, the
owner, Jerry, would kick people out if they were too noisy,” Tom says. “Now we’re less
strict. And on Saturdays, it gets pretty loud.” For now, it looks like loudness is here to
stay.


